
Exhibition:
VANITAS SPECTACLE
TANIA FRANCO-KLEIN, Mexico
DORINE POTEL, France
Contemporary photography

Gallery: ALMANAQUE fotográfica
Colima 101 Colonia Roma. 06700 CDMX
Founder: Arturo Delgado
Opening: THU 4 MAYO, 2017. 19h

ALMANAQUE FOTOGRAFICA opens on May the 4th “Vanitas Spectacle”, exhibition of 
contemporary photography featuring two artists of a new generation: Tania Franco-Klein (Mexico) 
and Dorine Potel (France).

The exhibition will welcome collectors, artistic community and public in ALMANAQUE 
gallery located in Colima 101, Colonia Roma, Mexico City, a project dedicated to contemporary 
photography oriented to new audiences as well as young collectors. 
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS

Tania Franco-Klein (Mexico, 1990). Her work has been praised by international critique 
including Aperture Foundation, The British Journal of Photography, The Best of Photo VOGUE 
(IT) and I-D Magazine (UK), among others. She has exhibited in London, Budapest, New York, 
Vermont and during The Los Angeles Month of Photography 2017, also in The Lensculture Expo-
sure Awards and Lucie Foundation (USA). Lately she obtained the Sony World Photography 
Awards (2017) and the Neutral Density Photography Awards. 

Tania Franco-Klein will present works from her series Our Life in the Shadows 
(2016-2017) where she composes elaborated images for the camera. Staged photographs result 
in intense and contrasted images that reveal an obsessive treatment of color, as a language 
evoking a sense of mysterious and evanescent beauty that runs between real and fiction or 
lethargy and vigil.

Dorine Potel (France, 1982). She currently lives and works in France and Lebanon and 
her work has been exhibited at Espace Gred in Nice, the International Photography Festival in 
Lianzhou, China, the Baudoin Lebon Gallery in Paris and the headquarters of the French Gener-
al Confederation of Labour, CGT, in Montreuil.

Dorine Potel will present her series Fake Faun (2014) which is a remake of  “L'après-
midi d'un faune”, inspired in Mallarmé’s poem (1876) that was adapted to music score by De-
bussy and then by Nijinsky for Les Ballet Russes in 1912 —causing epic commotion and contro-
versy— afterwards interpreted by Nureyev and then by numerous ballet companies in the world 
until our days. 

Fake Faun recounts a personal mythology where the wild faun transforms in a young 
woman who proudly embodies that sensual creature, against a background in pasteboard, 
threatened by the city and the contemporaries’ temptations. 

ABOUT THE EXHIBITION

Vanitas Spectacle: Among all eras and disciplines there has been a link between 
beauty and death as long as one may be used to signify the other. As in the Dutch Vanitas paint-
ings, where beautiful objects around a skull, warned us that it is useless to be distracted in the 
banalities of life before the imminence of death.

Arthur Danto mentioned that beauty was perceived as “the world that delays the 
accomplishment of higher goals”; therefore its abuse in the arts obliged to make a pause in order 
to be represented. 

In our days that seem to be what Guy Debord foresaw in 1967 as  “a world which really 
is topsy-turvy, where the true is a moment of the false.” beauty seems essential to bare the am-
biguous promise of an after-dead life.
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In Almanaque’s spring 2017 exhibition, Tania Franco-Klein y Dorine Potel perform a 
mise-en-scene dangling from a sort of a life Vanita inside our memory: fashion editorials, adver-
tisements, cult-cinema or ballet and their adaptations.

Franco-Klein is at the same time the observer and the observed, while the props 
constructed by Potel are presented as a fortunate object-trouvé. And in both cases, the charac-
ters strangely known at some déjà-vu performed with artificial naturality. An imaginary abundant 
in symbols that perhaps was knitted with a tailor-made beauty for each spectator.

ABOUT ALMANAQUE’s FOUNDER

Arturo Delgado (Ciudad de México) founded Almanaque in February 2016. Bachelor in 
Law and Arts and culture promoter, college professor and Ex-Diplomat   he is former Cultural At-
tache of the Embassy of Mexico to Australia and was Head of Centro Cultural del Bosque from 
the National Institute of the Arts (INBA). Independent producer we was awarded for two times 
with the First Prize of the International Radio Bienal of Mexico in 2006 and 2010. In March 2017 
he launched at Museo Tamayo his book “Horror al vacío, arte contemporáneo y ciudades abigar-
radas” (Horror Vacui, contemporary art and crowded cities) edited by Textofilia (México).

ABOUT ALMANAQUE

ALMANAQUE FOTOGRAFICA, dedicated to contemporary photography, opened on 
February 2016 in the Colonia Roma of Mexico City, with a space to exhibit and sale limited edi-
tions of contemporary photography from international artists. The gallery’s catalogue, includes 
Mexican and foreign artists whose oeuvre explores contemporary manifestations on photography 
as an artistic dispositive. The project offers professional consulting on curatorial services, art di-
rection and collector-advice with contemporary photography, is oriented to new audience and 
young collecting in a space where all are welcomed.
ALMANAQUE has participated in Zona Maco Photo 2016, Material Art Fair 2017 and has been 
selected by the Selection Comitee of PhotoBasel, Switzerland 2017 that will hold this June. 

ATTACHED FILES
1. ALMANAQUE Tania_Franco_Klein_Our Life in Shadows Morning Rituals WEB.jpg
2. ALMANAQUE DorinePotel FakeFaun WEB.jpeg
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PRESS CONTACT
Aurélie Vandewynckele, 
Curatorial assistant and coordinator  aurelie@almanaquefotografica.com
(+5255) 55118389

Colima 101, Colonia Roma, Mexico City.
Tuesday to Saturday. 

11-18h | (+5255) 55118389   
almanaquefotografica.com  

@almanaquefotografica
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